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Abstract
In an ongoing effort to better understand the process of creating models (in particular
formal ones), we present a fundamental view of the process of modelling. We base this view
on the idea that participants in such a process are involved in a deliberate and goal-driven
effort to share and reconcile representations of their personal conceptions of (parts of) the
world. This effort takes the shape of a modelling dialogue, involving the use of controlled
language. We thus take a fundamental approach to subjective aspects of modelling, as opposed
to traditional approaches which essentially consider models as objective entities. We describe
our core theory, explain why it is proposed, and briefly discuss how we intend to validate and
further develop our theory of modelling.
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Introduction

The view on modelling presented in this paper is rooted in a number of different modelling practices
and theories. First and foremost, we have been inspired by an approach on information modelling
called NIAM (aN Information Analysis method), [30] and closely related ORM (Object Role
Modelling) [11]. We have been involved in studies of the application of ORM in domain modelling
and requirements engineering [25, 5]. In addition, we have drawn from theory and practical
experience acquired through the ArchiMate project, which focused on Enterprise Architecture
Modelling [17, 18]. Finally, the paper includes some ideas first put forward in [13, 29]. This
background has led us to the point of view that the act of modelling should be understood, at a
fundamental level, in context of what models are for, and the capacities and goals of the individuals
who create or use them [27].

1.1

Focus and fundamental assumptions

We observe that an ever growing number of modelling languages has been introduced in industry
and academia, and that this situation requires an answer to the question: “when should we use
which modelling language, and why?” [27]. However, before this question can be answered at a
fundamental level, we need to address an underlying question: “Why do we model?”. It is this
question that we attempt to answer in this paper –in a generic fashion that nevertheless clears a
path for further and more specific research.
Our basic answer to the question is: “We model because modelling answers questions”. While
this is too generic an answer to solve much, it does directly clarify to our approach to modelling.
By asking: “Who asks the questions that need to be answered? ” and “Why these people ask those
questions? ”, we immediately arrive at a view on modelling that is deeply rooted in communication,
involving language as a means to achieve communication [13, Chapter 3]. This entails that we
are especially interested in cooperative aspects of modelling: we focus on what a model, and the
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process of creating it, achieves in terms of communication between people. Essentially, modelling
concerns creative learning. It is akin to communication techniques encountered in education and
knowledge management. Modelling is a learning process in which cooperating participants together
construct a view on (and a model of) reality [21]. Ultimately, therefore, we see modelling as a tool
for developing and sharing knowledge.
Modelling as we see it may or may not involve the use of a formal modelling language (i.e. a
language the syntax and semantics of which can be coherently formulated in a mathematical
language). While we focus primarily on formal modelling, we include informal modelling in our
view, and are strongly interested in the differences and commonalities that hold between them.

1.2

Questions and answers underlying modelling

The vast majority of literature on modelling concerns restrictions on the form, structure, and
meaning that a model (expressed in a certain language) should respect. Such restrictions may
range from an iconic vocabulary for conveying a coherent set of informal notions, to a fully formal
set of restrictions on syntax and semantics. We do not argue for or against any form of modelling or
modelling language, but emphasize the importance of asking why a certain restriction is imposed,
and what its relation is to the questions asked and answered in context of the modelling process
and the use of the finished model. In fact, we are less interested here in the modelling languages
per se than in the questions asked as part of the modelling process.
We observe that many of the questions asked during actual modelling are not answered if a
complete, finished model is “read”. Instead, many questions are asked and answered during
the process of modelling. The finished model corresponds to the minutes of a meeting that has
taken place [29]. Reading the minutes certainly answers some questions, but provides no further
opportunities for asking new questions, nor to add to the answers or to verify whether what has
been said is well understood (i.e. truly learned) by all parties involved. In addition, we observe
that in many cases, people tend to adapt their modelling technique (the modelling language used;
the “Way of Modelling” [31]) during the modelling process [12]. We can only hope to understand
all these aspects of modelling by looking at the details of the process. We therefore propose a
view on modelling that respects its product (and the intended usage thereof), while also clarifying
the nature of the modelling process and what it might involve and achieve apart from the product
as such. Our view thus is process-oriented, but aspires to be complementary to product-oriented
views.
The questioning-and-answering that takes place during modelling can fruitfully be seen as a dialog
or conversation. Given the assumptions presented above, understanding the goals of modelling,
and the means to match them, boils down to understanding the questions people ask during
modelling, and the means they deploy to get them answered. Once this becomes clear, we can
begin to work towards the formulation of basic modelling strategies. These are ways of proceeding
in a modelling dialogue that are optimally fit to fulfil two main goals:
1. Answering all the questions the participants in the modelling process might have.
2. Answering all the questions asked by those who use the product (i.e. the completed model).
In this paper, we will not discuss modelling strategies as such, but merely pave the way for study
of actual modelling dialogue and the strategies it involves. We focus here on the essentials of our
view on modelling.

1.3

Positioning verification and validation

Restrictions on models are generally related to one of two sets of demands on quality: those related
to verifiability of a model, and those related to validity of a model. In formal modelling literature,
emphasis lies mostly on verifiability, but clearly a good formal model must also be valid. However,
in many cases validity is not a matter that can be resolved by any means of objective validation
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in the mathematical sense. It usually depends on subjective judgements passed and viewpoints
held by humans. Because of this, though validation is considered an important and problematic
issue, it is often discarded because it cannot be handled very well within the realm of mainstream
computer science.
Based on our extensive personal experience in modelling, as well as our theoretical work in that
area [27, 25, 26, 10, 13, 24, and more] we expect that the validation of models (in both informal and
formal modelling) can be much improved by means of better modelling processes and strategies,
within a communicative approach. Along similar lines, it should also be possible to formulate
dialogue-based strategies that lead to verifiable correctness in completed models.
It is not just the quality of models we are concerned about. We also hope that by finding detailed
modelling strategies, we can eventually help deal with an increasingly problematic bottleneck that
is occurring in AI and system development: a growing demand for constant creation of formal
models in specific and dynamic operational contexts, combined with a lack of people who are
capable and willing to perform the modelling required [14].
Our main focus is on formal modelling because in terms of combined validation and verification,
it poses the biggest challenge and is most urgent. Also, the modelling bottleneck mostly concerns
formal models. We strive for an integrated approach to achieving validation and verification: a
good process, resulting in a valid model which is also verifiably correct in the end. They key then
is to achieve a careful and systematic exchange of questions and answers, guided and restricted
by the particular demands on both validity and verifiability as posed by the context in which and
for which a model is created.

1.4

Approach

Though science has since long embraced and studied the product of formal modelling (the models
and modelling languages), the details of the underlying production process (modelling) still lie
mostly in the realm of art. We aspire to be more scientific about the modelling process as such.
This requires a study of modelling in terms of participant behaviour. More in particular, we intend
to find and develop well-formulated strategies as a means to describe modelling processes, in order
to better understand what courses of action lead to good (valid, verifiable) formal models in line
with specific demands posed by their contexts.
In finding answers to the above questions, we are in the process of applying the action research
paradigm [2, 4]. In doing so, we are progressing (evolutionaly) through two major stages (taken
from [3]): the Diagnostic stage, in which theory is formulated concerning the nature of the research
domain, and the Therapeutic stage, in which changes in activities will be introduced and the effects
are studied [6]. We are currently in the transition from the initial diagnostic stage to the first
iteration of the therapeutic stage. In the current diagnostic stage, a way of thinking is developed
as well as a conceptual framework (vocabulary) reflecting our view on the research domain. This
framework is the basis of the detailed formulation of modelling goals and strategies (still to be
done). An initial evaluation of the conceptual framework took place in conjunction with a number
of interviews with experienced modelers (mostly enterprise architects). In addition, our way of
thinking is deeply rooted in previous research and modelling experiences (see section 1).

2

Modelling

The aim of this section is to closely investigate the process of modelling (in particular, formal
modelling). In defining precisely what we mean by modelling a domain, we first need to introduce
a framework describing the essential process that takes place when a person (for example, a
stakeholder) observes a domain (for example, a work situation to be supported by an information
system).
Let us first consider what happens if some viewer observes ‘the universe’. Our central underly3

ing assumption is that viewers perceive a universe and then produce a conception of that part
they deem relevant [22]. The conceptions harboured by a viewer cannot be communicated and
discussed with other viewers unless they are articulated somehow (the need for this ability in the
context of system development is evident). In other words, a conception needs to be represented.
Following Peirce, we embrace the idea that both perception and conception of a viewer are strongly
influenced by her interest in the observed universe. This leads to the following (necessarily cyclic,
yet irreflexive) set of definitions. The universe is the ‘world’ around the viewer. The viewer is an
actor perceiving and conceiving the universe, using her senses. A conception is that which results,
in the mind of a viewer, when she observes the universe –using her senses– and interprets what
she perceives. Finally, a representation is the result of a viewer denoting a conception, using some
language and medium to express herself.

2.1

Viewers

From a modelling point of view, a viewer could metaphorically be seen as an observation tool
(a telescope) used to get information from the observed universe. The modeler may observe the
universe directly, but still depends on the viewer and the representations she brings forth to get
(more) accurate information. An observation tool should provide a trustworthy image of the
universe in such a way that structure that can be derived from the image corresponds to the
structure of the observed universe. Different observation tools (or even different observations)
may yield different images (representations), all reflecting the same universe.
In our context, a viewer is assumed to be competent (i.e. knowledgeable) [10] and trustworthy (i.e.
not tell lies). The viewer is also capable of providing a verbalized image of the observed world,
consisting of statements in some language. We also assume that the structure of the statements
uttered has at least some correspondence with the structure of the world observed. Without
referring to particular universals, we assume there to be some underlying commonality in how
people perceive and conceptualize the world. Both the bio-cognitive make-up of people and their
experiences of living as and among humans create at least some common ground, reflected in their
language [13, 23].
As mentioned above, in conceiving a part of the universe, viewers will be influenced by their
particular interest in the observed universe. In the context of system development (more in
particular, enterprise architecture), this corresponds to what tends to be referred to as a concern
[15]. For example, a viewer may be concerned with safety issues within a domain.
Though we acknowledge that a concern may influence the choice of modelling language, we abstract
for the moment form such peculiarities, and see a viewer purely as a language source with a personal
syntax. Sentences delimited by this syntax convey the meaning of the associated (personal) world.
The underlying semantical function is an unknown and possibly informal function. We call a
language (intended for communication) informal if it has no well-defined syntax, or no semantic
interpretation in terms of some underlying formal (i.e. mathematically expressed) model. We
ignore para-linguistic features like gestures, facial expressions, etc. (for more on this, see section
2.3).

2.2

The frame of reference of a viewer

Concerns are not the only factors that influence a viewers conception of a domain. Another
important factor concerns the pre-conceptions a viewer may harbour as they are brought forward
by their social, cultural, educational and professional background. More specifically, in the context
of formal modelling, viewers will approach a domain with the aim of expressing the domain in
terms of some predefined set of meta-concepts, such as classes, activities, constraints, etc. The
set of meta-concepts a viewer is used to using (or trained to use) when modelling a domain will
strongly influence the conception of the viewer. This is not unlike the common image of the
modeler having ‘hammer’ and considering all hittable objects to be ‘nails’. We therefore presume
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that when viewers model a domain, they do so from a certain perspective; their Weltanschauung
(German for “view of the world”) [32]. The Weltanschauung can essentially be equated to the
notion of a viewpoint [15, 18]. This perspective on the notion of viewpoints is compatible to the
approach taken in the Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing [16]:
“In order to represent an ODP system from a particular viewpoint it is necessary to
define a structured set of concepts [the meta-concepts] in terms of which that representation (or specification) can be expressed. This set of concepts provides a language for
writing specifications of systems from that viewpoint, and such a specification constitutes a model of a system in terms of the concepts.”
Viewers may decide to zoom in on a particular part of the universe they observe, or to state it
more precisely, they may zoom in on a particular part of their conception of the universe. This
allows us to define the notion of a domain as: any subset of a conception (being a set of elements)
of the universe, that is conceived of as being some ‘part’ or ‘aspect’ of the universe. In the context
of (information) system development, we have a particular interest in unambiguous abstractions
from domains. This is what we refer to as a model : a purposely abstracted and unambiguous
conception of a domain. Note that both the domain and its model are conceptions harboured by
the same viewer. We are now in a position to define more precisely what we mean by modelling:
the act of purposely abstracting a model from (what is conceived to be) a part of the universe. For
practical reasons, we will understand the act of modelling to also include the activities involved
in the representation of the model by means of some language and medium.

2.3

Participants in the modelling process

In this and the following sections, we will use the generic term participant for all actors taking
part in the modelling process. Importantly, all such participants are viewers as defined above.
For the sake of the argument, let us consider a basic (and admittedly oversimplified) situation in
which two participants in the modelling process play the following roles. One is the domain expert,
who is competent and trustworthy; she knows all there is to know about the target domain, or
can find out more if need be. In other words, she can generate and validate statements about
the domain, but she has no formalization skills. The other participant is the system analyst, who
has no knowledge of the target domain but does know how to create a verifiably correct formal
model. The interactive relation between the example roles of domain expert and system analyst is
depicted in figure 1, which represents the classic view on modelling. The upper half of the figure
shows the “informal” world of the domain expert, statements about which are typically expressed
in natural language. The lower half of the figure shows the “formal” world of the system analyst,
statements about which are typically expressed in some formal language. The link between the
two worlds is achieved through a dialogue (and a dialogue document that records it). The dialogue
is conducted using controlled language (see section 2.4 below).
In the activity of cooperatively creating a formal model on the basis of informal information, there
is a parallel and a symmetry between the Completeness principle and the Falsification principle
(positioned on the upper and lower right in figure 1). In the formal world, a model may be deemed
falsifiable because it is semantically or syntactically incorrect. While such formal falsifiability
is impossible in the informal world, this world allows for judgements of (in)completeness: has
everything that needs to be said been said (and has no more than what is relevant been said)?
Though the parallel may not be an ultimate, philosophical one, it does hold for the practice of
formal modelling: the best we can do as we provide informal input is be complete (within the
boundaries of relevance); the best we can do in formal articulation is be formally correct. The
marriage between the two makes for good formal models.
In our view, then, the domain expert typically harbours an informal semantic function (natural
language), while the system analyst’s language may be expected to be governed by a formal
semantic function. However, both are “language sources” (see section 2.1); it is just that their
5
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Figure 1: The classic view on the modelling process.
syntax and semantics differ in structure and nature. Thus, beyond this example, it seems justified
to indeed use the more neutral concept participant as a generic term for domain expert and system
analyst. Participants all have their personal syntax and a formal or informal semantic function,
depending on the roles they play in modelling.
In the context of communication resulting in formal models (in particular, the traces of communication recorded in the dialogue document; see figure 1), we strictly focus on written expressions.
Though the document is linear, and therefore the order in which the text has been uttered is
captured, further aspects of communication and medium (time, location, gestures and facial expressions, technologies used to communicate, etc.) are discarded and abstracted from. There is
one exception to this: it is recorded which participants uttered a particular sentence. Also, we
consider the possibility to accept, at a more advanced stage or our research, dialogue logs involving the use of graphical utterances (drawings) that are (in syntactic terms) translatable 1:1 to
verbalisations.

2.4

Controlled language

Formal and informal language may be hard to fully reconcile, but a classic meeting point between
natural and formal language lies in similarities between the basics of their grammar and meaning,
in particular in predicates and predication. After all, formal languages have historically been
derived from their natural counterparts. It has since long been recognized that when we use
simple, elementary sentences in natural language, we can relatively easily bridge the gap between
formal and informal [9, 12], even if the bridge can only bear very light traffic. Such simple,
elementary language can be described by a relatively simple grammar and can yet be realistically
used in a modelling conversation. We referred to it as controlled language [28]. Our notion of
controlled language is related to that of simplified English; see [8, 1].
The competency of a participant [10] may then be defined as:
1. transform model into controlled language,
2. validate a description in controlled language.
It is assumed that a participant can express statements in this controlled language, but is also
capable to express statements about that language. In system development, it is crucial to reach
clarity and agreement about terminology, concepts, and sometimes syntax used in communication
between members of the development team [5]. Controlled language can be used to reach clarity
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and agreement about any other type of language that might be used (for example, full-fledged
natural language, schematic language, or formal language). Thus it becomes possible to discuss
any model through controlled language, but also to discuss the modelling languages –both formal
and informal– through controlled language.
We presume a participant (who is a viewer ) not only to be able to represent (parts of) her
conception of the universe, but also to be able to represent (parts of) the viewpoints they use in
producing their conception of the universe. This requires participants to be able to perform some
kind of self-reflection. When modelling some domain in terms of, say, UML class diagrams [7],
modelers are presumed to be able to express the fact that they are using classes, aggregations,
associations, etc, to view the domain being modelled. In doing so, participants essentially need
to construct a conception of their viewpoint on the world; i.e. a meta-model. This meta-model
comprises the meta-concepts and modelling approach used by the modeler when modelling a
domain; it is a model of the participant’s viewpoint. Such a meta-model can in essence be regarded
as a ‘high level ontology’ [19].

2.5

The goal of modelling

The goal of the modelling process can be described as: trying to reach a state where all participants agree that they have some degree of common understanding. The participants try to
derive from their personal semantics a groups semantics. Participants will be convinced this goal
has been achieved if they have validated their assumptions to contentment of everyone involved.
For example, a system analyst will be convinced that the derived model is complete if the model
has been validated against the real situation. In our view, this means that the domain expert,
harbouring the semantics of her conception of the universe, has positively responded to the description of the model provided by the system analyst, which may be rooted in a formal language.
Various semantic functions come into play, but the shared, controlled language (which is in part
cooperatively constructed) performs an intermediary function.
The goal of the interaction can thus be seen as the construction of (1) a grammar for representations that are acceptable to all participants, and (2) semantic interpretation(s) in terms of some
model(s). The grammar produced in interaction the is a generative device. It can also be used
as a parsing device. The grammar is correct when all sample sentences can be generated. The
grammar should (1) be minimal in size and (2) have a maximal variation. From the point of view
of the system analyst, the target model is restricted by the (formal) semantics of the modelling
technique used. From the point of view of the domain expert, validation of the model may be seen
as assigning meaning (interpretation) to the representations generated by the system analyst. A
more symmetric way of putting this is that for each party (a), the other party (b) agrees with the
controlled language statements provided by party (a).
<S> -> <X> is <Y>

<S> -> <X> is <Y>

Abstract
<X> -> Person <X0>

<Y> -> <Y0> years

Concrete
<S> -> John is 34

(1)

<X> -> John

<Y> -> 34

<X0> -> John

(2)

<Y0> -> 34

(3)

Figure 2: Parsing levels
Example 2.1
A simple sentence like John is 34 is the initial statement verbalizing a fact occurring in
the domain, provided by a domain expert (see case 1 in figure 2). The parsing structure of
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this sentence leads to case 2 of this figure. A simple modelling strategy is to defoliate parse
trees. These defoliated parse trees provide an example of the grammatical structure of the
expert language. The leaves are concrete instances. During modelling, we are interested in
acquiring the expert grammar, and therefore we are (only) interested in the defoliated parse
trees.
The 3rd case provides a fully qualified version of the sentence in NIAM normal form. Fully
qualified sentences are well suited as a basis for modelling. However, domain experts are
more inclined to produce statements as in case (2). A main goal of a modelling dialog aiming
for a NIAM model is to detect and resolve unqualified constants, hence asking and answering
questions related to qualification.
Initially, the dialogue may use a modelling technique that accepts statements that do not
convey all the information needed for a formalization. However, the system analyst will
eventually require statements that match a more demanding and restrictive modelling technique like NIAM. During modelling, the model will have to migrate from the first (informal)
to the second (formal) modelling technique.

2.6

Modelling as interaction between viewers

As discussed, the modelling process is seen as a goal-driven dialogue between a number of participants. Each participant is a viewer. The only way the participants can achieve their modelling
goals is to communicate with each other, and remember and build on what has been discussed. An
explicit way to do this would be to keep “modelling minutes” that are agreed on by the participants
(figure 1).
As discussed in section 2.3, formal modelling can best be captured by recording restricted aspects
of communication. In this vein, in the NIAM method, the type of communication that takes
place between modelling participants is metaphorically depicted as the telephone heuristic (two
participants who communicate via a telephone line). Following this image, the modelling minutes consist of a recording or logbook of the telephone conversation. In case more participants
cooperate, a more advanced communication metaphor is called for. As in NIAM, we will restrict
our mode of modelling to verbal communication. However, in order to capture the more rich and
complex dialogue patterns in larger groups, we propose the so-called chatbox heuristic, assuming
the participants communicate as in a chatbox. This is a real-time, tele-type like communication
channel that has become immensely popular among internet users; famous public applications of
this type are, for example, ICQ and MSN. In advanced use, chatbox conversations may branch off
of (and rejoin) other chatbox conversations.
In view of the chatbox heuristic, the communication between the participants is assumed to be
conducted entirely through a chatbox. If we restrict the chatbox to the sentences of a particular
participant, then it makes sense to interpret this restriction as a description of the model put
forward by this participant. As the participants model may evolve during the chat, obtaining the
model from a participant though this restricted chat involves the dynamics of dialogue, and is
certainly not trivial.
For practical reasons, we will make some assumptions about the language that is used by the
participants during the chat. The underlying controlled language model should be such that
putting a sentence in some chosen normal form (for example, NIAM normal form) is an activity
that does not require other skills from the participant than elementary knowledge of language and
sufficient knowledge of the domain observed by this participant.

2.7

Some types of modelling dialogue

As an illustration of various kinds of dialogue that may occur, consider the three modelling situations described below:
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tabula rasa – This kind of modelling process is roughly comparable with the way in which a baby
learns the basics of how the world is, from its parents and environment –with its developing
language as a key item. This is roughly the type of process compatibel with the simplified
domain expert - system analyst scenario discussed above. However, in that scenario the
demands posed by a formal language of course imply a much stricter set of questions-toanswer than a child would harbour
open mind – This kind of modelling process takes place when two people with their own, welldeveloped views on the world, are eager to learn about their mutual views –as reflected
in their languages. This type of modelling starts off with two unconnected representations/models, after which the commonalities between them may soon be discovered. This
may or may not lead to a full reconciliation of the initial models in terms of a translation
between them.
colliding views – This kind of modelling process will occur when the participants have different
views on the world, and the participants’ priorities force them to maintain (part of) that
view, while at the same time a mutually acceptable model is needed. This will usually
lead to conflicts –modelling conflicts, possibly rooted in language conflicts, reflecting world
view conflicts. Modelling of this type will have to involve negotiation or argumentation
about a common model. In some cases, one participant will impose his model upon the
other participant; in others, one participant will be able to convince another by rational
argumentation; in yet other cases, pure negotiation will take place: seeking a compromise
both parties can agree with.
The modelling strategies followed in the three types of conversation mentioned here are quite
different. In addition, how the basic strategies are executed will strongly depend on the sort of
model that is aimed for, and the modelling languages involved. It seems most realistic to start with
investigating the “tabula rasa” type of dialogue and work up from there. The “colliding views”
strategies are the most complex but seem representative of many real-life modelling situations in;
arguably, they are ultimately the most interesting.

3

Modelling as a dialogue

In section 2.1 (as illustrated by figure 1), we discussed our view on modelling as an exchange of
statements between participants, in a modelling dialogue. In this section we introduce our core
model for such dialogues-for-modelling.

3.1

Basics

As a starting point, we assume two participants in the modelling process, referred to as a and
b respectively. Each has associated a set of knowledge. For example, in a modelling process a
domain expert has knowledge of the universe of discourse (i.e. some domain); as discussed in 2.1,
we assume a domain expert to be fully knowledgeable: we do not question the validity of the
expert’s knowledge as such. We further assume the falsifiable basis (the test, as it were) for having
acquired knowledge is the capability to demonstrate it. As a consequence, assuming participant
p to have knowledge Sp corresponds to assuming p to be capable to somehow demonstrate the
knowledge elements from Sp . Whether this demonstration is considered convincing depends on
the judgement of the other participant, the initial contributor of the knowledge. This judgement
will, generally, also depend on the goals and demands driving the modelling dialogue (as viewed
by the participants).
Epistemically [20] we choose to view knowledge indeed as knowledge and not as belief. Thus, we
abstract from such philosophical questions as whether or not the domain expert has knowledge
that does not match reality. We collapse the notions of knowledge and belief to keep our current
argument transparent.
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As for the demonstration of knowledge, consider the following illustrative example (loosely based
on [21]). If a teacher attempts to teach a student about something (for example, a historical
episode), she tries to create in the student’s mind a conception of the item taught that is equal or
very similar to her own. How can she be convinced that the student has conceived (learned) the
item? By asking for a demonstration of that knowledge. Such a demonstration can come in various
forms. Discarding non-verbal demonstrations, we distinguish exemplification and paraphrasing as
the most common techniques for convincing a teacher. These techniques can also be applied within
modelling dialogues.
Traditional approaches to communication in modelling simply assume a participant who is willing
to transfer domain knowledge to another participant who is eager to learn about this domain,
i.e. to create a conception of it. The dialogue that brings about the transfer is assumed to be
objectively meaningful: to be decontextualized, making the message independent of time, location,
and participant. This motivates a view of the modelling process restricted to the actual symbols
used in communication, abstracting from the participants as such.
In the traditional view, subjectivity is only a relevant notion if there are disagreeing domain
experts. Contrary to the traditional view, we explicitly address the subjective conceptions of the
participants involved in modelling.
We assume that participants are willing to communicate about their knowledge, and are willing
to listen to the others. Thus, both a and b must be willing to take turns in playing the leading
role of contributor and or the more passive role of receiver.

3.2

Characterising the dialogue

Let us first consider a the simple, “tabula rasa” view on knowledge transfer (see section 2.7). We
assume, without loss of generality, participants a and b to be in different roles (a is the contributor,
b the receiver). The basic assumptions that must underly the dialogue are the following:
1. participant a is willing to transfer its knowledge to participant b,
2. participant b is willing to assimilate a’s knowledge.
The above assumptions directly relate to the dialogue between a and b. The pragmatic assumptions
with respect to the statements made in context of the modelling dialogue can be phrased as follows:
1. a has the intention to talk; a makes a statement s under the assumption that b seeks to
know s.
2. b has the intention to listen; if a states s, then b assumes this is done with the ultimate
intention to enable b know s.
Participant a will thus know that a knowledge item has transferred successfully if a is convinced
(knows) that b can demonstrate that knowledge.
Note that during modelling the participants will take turns in playing the leading role of contributor
and or the more passive role of receiver. The dialogue document will make a registration of the
transferred statements, including the participants involved and the roles they play at that moment.
This model allows dialogues to have sub-dialogues, with very specific goals that are sub-goals of
the main dialogue. This is in line with the chatbox model for communication.
This analysis of the “tabula rasa” type of modelling dialogue can be extended to cover the “open
mind” and “colliding views” types as introduced in section 2.7:
3. a has the additional intention enable b to translate his representation to s; a makes a statement s under the assumption that b seeks map his representation to s where possible.
4. b has the additional intention to translate his representation to s; if a states s, then b assumes
this is done to enable him map his representation to s where possible.
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5. a has the additional intention to negotiate, argue in favour of, or impose s on b; a makes a
statement s under the assumption that b wants to negotiate, needs to be convinced of, or
will have to be forced to accept s.
6. b has the additional intention to negotiate about s in view of his own, preferred representation, defend his own representation through argumentation, or resist accepting s instead of
his own representation; if a states s, then b assumes this is done in order to negotiate, argue
in favour of, or impose s upon him.
We consider understanding of the above intentions, and the strategies that follow from them,
as fundamental to the understanding of the modelling process. Matters may be complicated by
unawareness of one participant concerning of some goal or strategy of another participant; also,
various goals and strategies may become entangled.

4

Conclusion and future work

We have presented a fundamental view on (formal) modelling rooted in knowledge creation and
exchange, in which communication plays a central role. We have argued that to achieve a high
quality combination of validity and verifiability in models, we need to look not only at the product,
but also at the process of modelling. In line with our communicative approach, the modelling
process is viewed as a dialogue between participants. We have described a first, general analysis
of the essential properties of modelling dialogues. Most in particular we discussed the central
role controlled language can play in modelling dialogues, and the basic underlying intentions
of such dialogues, rooted in the sharing, translation, negotiation, argumentation, and imposing
of (participant-based) knowledge representations. This should provide a good starting point for
more detailed, domain-specific or application-specific exploration of modelling dialogues, with as a
central goal the discovery of modelling strategies and optimal selection of such strategies depending
on the goals for particular situations.
As possible domains of application of the controlled use of modelling strategies, the following
flavours of modelling seem particularly interesting: domain modelling, information modelling, architecture modelling, ontological modelling, and interactive querying. We plan on focused research
activities in all of these areas. Possibly, the range of application areas can be extended to include
more complex forms of modelling, such as software modelling, formal business rules specification,
and numerous AI applications.
Validation and improvement of the model will be a crucial aspect of our further research. We
intend to start a substantial experimentation programme to validate our initial theory, the chatbox
metaphor, and the use of controlled language. We thus intend to lay an empirical foundation under
our exploration of the basic dynamics of modelling and the use of controlled language therein. We
intend to start our experiments by investigating “tabula rasa” type modelling, and quickly move
into “open mind” modelling. Understanding and improving “opposite views” modelling is more
challenging, and may be successful only in the longer term, but is also the Main Prize. Core
focus of our theory development will be on eliciting, describing, and testing strategies for formal
modelling (possibly also other forms of modelling).
One of our long term objectives is to investigate ways of developing a new brand of CASE tools
that involves the interactive monitoring and guidance of some dedicated (i.e. situationally fitted)
modelling process, integrated with the IS development process at large. Two factors underly
this idea: solving the modelling bottleneck (see section 1.3) and improving model quality and
grounding. The new brand of case tools can be expected to be a blend of classic, product-oriented
CASE tools on the one hand, and cooperative, interactive dialogue systems on the other (probably
involving issues as studied in the field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work or CSCW).
We eventually hope to extending the range of our Action Research (see section 1.4) by providing
an increasingly attractive digital environment for people to use during modelling, providing added
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value for the participants as well as data for the researchers, and enabling insightful interaction
between the two groups.
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